We suggest "tidal double detonation": a new mechanism for a thermonuclear explosion of a white dwarf (WD) induced by a tidal disruption event (TDE). Tidal detonation is also a WD explosion induced by a TDE. In this case, helium (He) and carbon-oxygen (CO) detonation waves incinerate He WD and CO WD, respectively. On the other hand, for tidal double detonation, He detonation is first excited in the He shell of a CO WD, and drives CO detonation in the CO core. We name this mechanism after the double detonation scenario in the context of type Ia supernovae. In this paper, we show tidal double detonation occurs in shallower encounter of a CO WD with an intermediate mass black hole (IMBH) than simple tidal detonation, performing numerical simulations for CO WDs with 0.60M ⊙ with and without a He shell. We expect tidal double detonation spreads opportunity to WD TDEs illuminating IMBHs.
INTRODUCTION
A tidal disruption event (TDE) is a phenomenon in which a star is tidally torn apart by a black hole (BH). There are many TDE candidates in which main sequence (MS) stars are disrupted by massive black holes (MBHs) (e.g. Komossa 2015; Auchettl et al. 2017) . White dwarfs (WDs) are also expected to experience TDEs. It is not by MBHs but by intermediate mass black holes (IMBHs) that WDs are disrupted (Luminet & Pichon 1989) . WD TDEs will produce not only bright flares powered by accretion of WD debris onto IMBHs, but also thermonuclear emissions of radioactive nuclei synthesized by tidal detonation (Luminet & Pichon 1989; Wilson & Mathews 2004; Rosswog et al. 2008 Rosswog et al. , 2009 . WD TDEs can be probes to explore IMBHs.
Tidal detonation happens in a WD TDE as follows. A WD closely passes by an IMBH, and is stretched by the tidal field of the IMBH in the direction of the orbital plane (hereafter x-y plane). On the other hand, the WD is compressed in the direction perpendicular to the x-y plane (hereafter z-direction). This is because the WD size become comparable to the separation between the WD and IMBH at the pericenter. The compression of the WD has to accom-⋆ E-mail: tanikawa@ea.c.u-tokyo.ac.jp pany shock heating for tidal detonation. In other words, adiabatic compression is insufficient for tidal detonation. Although Luminet & Pichon (1989) have suggested a helium (He) WD can be detonated only by adiabatic compression, their He WD model has relatively larger mass (0.6M ⊙ ) or higher density (∼ 10 7 g cm −3 ) than in reality (e.g. Parsons et al. 2017 ). Wilson & Mathews (2004) have reported a carbon-oxygen (CO) WD can experience tidal detonation by adiabatic compression. However, they have not taken into account elongation of the CO WD by a tidal field of a BH, and have overestimated the density of the CO WD. Note that nuclear reactions are more active under higher density environment.
In Tanikawa et al. (2017) (Paper I) and Tanikawa (2017) (Paper II), we have investigated tidal detonation triggered by a shock wave. We have found the following three facts. First, the shock wave does not always result in a detonation wave. Second, the shock wave is easier to excite a detonation wave under higher density environment and in lighter nuclear compositions (in the order of He, CO, and oxygen-neon-magnesium (ONeMg) compositions). Third, the shock wave arises near the surface of a WD, when the ratio of the tidal disruption radius to the pericenter distance (β) is not so large. These facts imply a shock wave triggers tidal detonation more easily from a CO WD (ONeMg WD) with a He shell than from a CO WD (ONeMg WD) without a He shell. This tidal detonation proceeds as follows. A shock wave generates He detonation in the He shell of a WD. The He detonation invades into the CO core of the WD, and ignites CO detonation in the CO core. We name this explosion mechanism "tidal double detonation" after the double detonation scenario of type Ia supernovae (Nomoto 1980 (Nomoto , 1982 Woosley et al. 1980) .
The tidal double detonation is fairly a new scenario for a thermonuclear explosion of a WD by a TDE. Tidal detonation considers only He detonation in He WD and only CO detonation in CO WD (e.g. Rosswog et al. 2008 Rosswog et al. , 2009 ). There are various double detonation scenarios for a thermonuclear explosion of a WD (Nomoto 1980 (Nomoto , 1982 Woosley et al. 1980; Livne 1990; Bildsten et al. 2007; Guillochon et al. 2010; Shen et al. 2010; Pakmor et al. 2013) . However, in these scenarios, He detonation is triggered by accretion of matter from a companion star onto a WD.
In this paper, we show the tidal double detonation works better for a thermonuclear explosion of a CO WD than simple tidal detonation, if a WD has a He shell whose mass fraction is 5 % of the WD. Note that a CO WD can have a He shell whose mass fraction is several % (Iben & Tutukov 1985 , 1993 Salaris et al. 2000) .
The structure of this paper is as follows. We describe our method in section 2. We present our results in section 3. Finally, we make a conclusion in section 4.
METHOD
We investigate tidal detonation and tidal double detonation in a similar way to Paper II. We follow overall evolution of a WD by 3-dimensional (3D) smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) simulation. We extract profiles of density and z-velocity in the z-direction from a portion of the WD, and use the profiles for an initial condition of 1-dimensional (1D) mesh simulation. We perform 1D mesh simulation, and follow tidal detonation and tidal double detonation. We combine 1D mesh simulation with 3D SPH simulation in order to avoid spurious heating due to low space resolution (Rosswog et al. 2008 , and in order to resolve a shock wave near the surface of a WD.
Our 3D SPH code is the same as in Paper II. We use FDPS (Iwasawa et al. 2016 ) for parallelization of our 3D SPH code. We adopt the Helmholtz equation of state (EoS) (Timmes & Swesty 2000) which is calculated in the routine developed by the Center for Astrophysical Thermonuclear Flashes at the University of Chicago. We do not take into account nuclear reactions in 3D SPH simulation. We follow the evolution of a CO WD with 0.6M ⊙ by 3D SPH simulation. The composition is 50% carbon and 50% oxygen in mass. The CO WD has no He shell. The number of SPH particles, N, is 100 millions. We relax the configure of SPH particles in the same way as in Tanikawa et al. (2015) . The IMBH mass is 300M ⊙ . We adopt Newtonian potential for the IMBH gravity. The orbit of the WD around the IMBH is parabolic. The ratio of the tidal disruption distance to the pericenter distance (β) is 5. The IMBH does not irrupt into nor swallow the WD even if we consider general relativistic effects for the IMBH gravity (Tejeda & Rosswog 2013 ). The WD passes the pericenter from t 3D = 3.5 s to t 3D = 4.5 s, where t 3D is the time from the starting time of the 3D SPH simulation. We make 1D initial conditions, extracting density and zvelocity profiles in the z-direction from a portion of the WD simulated by the above 3D SPH method. We choose the portion indicated by the white cross in Figure 1 . The portion will bounce back immediately in the subsequent evolution. Owing to our choice of the portion, we minimize the difference between 1D and 3D simulation results which comes from 3D effects, such as a tidal field of the IMBH. This is because we can follow the evolution of the portion for as short a term as possible. Here, the evolution of the portion is such that a pressure wave is generated at the bounce time, the pressure wave steepens into a shock wave, and finally the shock wave excites a detonation wave.
Using 3D SPH results of the CO WD, we obtain density and z-velocity profiles in the z-direction in the portion by applying SPH kernel interpolation. We set profiles of nuclear elements as follows. For a CO WD without a He shell, we assign only the CO composition to all the regions for a 1D initial condition. For a CO WD with a He shell, we assign the CO composition to the inner region and the He composition (100% He in mass) to the outer region. The mass fraction of the outer region is 1% (2%). This is because we find the outermost 1% (2%) SPH particles in this portion form a He shell in the 3D SPH simulation, assuming that the outermost 5% (10%) SPH particles in the initial CO WD form a He shell in the 3D SPH simulation. The mass fraction of He composition is much less than 5% (10%), since the geometry of the extracted portion is planar, not spherical.
For 1D mesh simulation, we use the FLASH code (Fryxell et al. 2000) . We use uniform mesh. We adopt the Helmholtz EoS and Aprox13 for our EoS and nuclear reaction networks, respectively. We suppress nuclear burning in shocked cells. The calculation do-main geometry is planar. The domain range is 0 ≤ z/10 8 cm ≤ 1.0. The number of mesh is 6400. The boundary condition is the reflection condition at z = 0 cm and the outflow condition at z/10 8 cm = 1.0. The time from the starting time of 1D mesh simulation is indicated by t 1D .
RESULTS
We verify the evolution in the 1D mesh simulation mirrors the evolution of the column in the 3D SPH simulation until a shock wave appears. Figure 2 shows the time evolution of density, pressure, and z-velocity in 1D mesh simulation for a CO WD without a He shell, and in 3D SPH simulation. At t 1D = 0 s, z-velocity gradient is positive at z 3 × 10 7 cm, since we set the z-velocity to be zero outside the WD. At t 1D ∼ 0.0234 s, the portion bounces back, and at t 1D ∼ 0.0376 s, a shock wave appears. The evolution of physical quantities in the 1D mesh simulation is in good agreement with the evolution of physical quantities in the 3D SPH simulation. Despite that the 1D mesh simulation ignores 3D effects, such as a tidal field, density and pressure in the 1D mesh simulation are larger than those in the 3D SPH simulation by 10% at z = 0, and by 20% at the edge of the WD when the shock wave appears at t 1D ∼ 0.0376 s. The z-velocity in the 1D mesh simulation evolves in the same way as that in the 3D SPH simulation. Later, we discuss whether the density overestimate affects the initiation of a He detonation wave, or not. Figure 3 shows the time evolution in 1D mesh simulation for a CO WD with a He shell. The mass fraction of the He shell is 2%. In order to show tidal double detonation clearly, we present the case where the mass fraction of the He shell is 2%. From the beginning, the WD shrinks to the x-y plane (or z = 0). At t 1D ∼ 0.0234 s, it bounces back, and a pressure wave arises. At t 1D ∼ 0.0376 s, the pressure wave steepens into a shock wave (see the middle panel at t 1D = 0.0376 s), and the shock wave triggers explosive nuclear reactions in the He shell (see the bottom panel at t 1D = 0.0376 s). The explosive nuclear reactions generate a reverse shock wave (see the middle panel at t 1D = 0.0381 s). The reverse shock wave accompanies He detonation which consumes large amounts of He materials (see the bottom panel at t 1D = 0.0381 s). The He detonation invades into the CO core, and achieves CO detonation in the CO core. In fact, the CO detonation burns out large amounts of C materials (see the bottom panel at t 1D = 0.0430 s). We also obtain the same results in the case where the mass fraction of a He shell is 1%. Therefore, the CO WD with a He shell whose mass fraction is at most 5% succeeds tidal double detonation.
We investigate the initiation point of the He detonation in detail. In Figure 4 , we zoom in on the position where the He detonation starts. We can see the mass fraction of 4 He at z ∼ 1.166 × 10 7 cm is smaller than at its surroundings. This is the initiation point of the He detonation. The shock wave generating the He detonation is between the two vertical dotted lines. Explosive nuclear reactions occur behind the shock wave. This is because we suppress nuclear reaction networks in shocked cells. The mass fraction of 4 He is unity at the surroundings of the initiation point of the He detonation. Therefore, the He detonation starts under pure He environment. Even if the components of the He shell and CO core are mixed, the mixing does not affect the initiation of the He detonation. Figure 5 shows the time evolution in 1D mesh simulation for a CO WD without a He shell. The evolution of the WD is the same as a CO WD with a He shell from the beginning until the emergence of a shock wave (t 1D = 0.0376 s). However, the shock wave excites nuclear reactions slightly, and consumes small amounts of C materials (see the bottom panel at t 1D = 0.0430 s). The nuclear reactions cannot trigger further nuclear reactions. The nuclear reactions cease soon. This CO WD fails simple tidal detonation.
The shock wave successfully excites He detonation in the He shell of the CO WD in the following reason. The shock wave emerges in a region with density of ∼ 10 7 g cm −3 . In front of the shock wave, there is a region with density of ∼ 5 × 10 6 g cm −3 and with size of 5 × 10 5 cm. This is consistent with the conditions of He detonation obtained by Holcomb et al. (2013) . Note that our 1D mesh simulation has sufficiently high resolution (∼ 10 4 cm) to resolve the required size (∼ 10 5 cm). As described above, the 1D mesh simulation overestimates density by about 20% at the edge of the WD where the shock wave and He detonation wave appear. It underestimates the size of a hotspot required to generate a detonation wave by a factor of 2, since the size of a hotspot to generate a detonation wave increases by three orders of magnitude with density decreasing by an order of magnitude (Holcomb et al. 2013) . The size of a region heated by the shock wave is 5 × 10 5 cm, while the size of a hotspot required to generate a detonation wave would be < 5 × 10 5 cm. Eventually, the density overestimate in the 1D mesh simulation does not affect the initiation of the He detonation wave.
On the other hand, the shock wave fails CO detonation in the CO WD without a He shell. The shock wave emerges in the same position as that in the CO WD with a He shell. However, the composition at the position is CO composition, not He composition. According to Seitenzahl et al. (2009) , CO detonation succeeds under density environment of ∼ 5 × 10 6 g cm −3 only if a hotspot size is 10 6 cm. However, the shock wave heats a region whose size is several 10 5 cm. Our results are consistent with Seitenzahl et al. (2009) .
In the CO WD with a He shell, the He detonation directly drives the CO detonation. This is so-called "edge-lit" type of the double detonation scenario in the context of type Ia supernovae. For the edge-lit type, the altitude of the initiation point of He detonation from the CO core-He shell interface should be 10 7 cm (Moll & Woosley 2013) . On the other hand, the edge-lit CO detonation succeeds in our model despite that the altitude is several 10 5 cm (see the bottom panel at t 1D = 0.0376 s). We can resolve this discrepancy considering the motion of the CO core-He shell interface. The interface in the case of Moll & Woosley (2013) is at rest, while the interface in our model proceeds toward the He detonation at a speed of > 5 × 10 8 cm s −1 (see the middle and bottom panels at t 1D = 0.0376 s and 0.0381 s). Therefore, the edge-lit CO detonation in the CO core is easier to occur in our model than in the case of Moll & Woosley (2013) . . Time evolution of density, pressure, and z-velocity in 1D mesh simulation for a CO WD without a He shell (solid curves) and in 3D SPH simulation (cross points). The cross points indicate physical quantities of SPH particles sampled randomly from the portion. At t 1D ∼ 0.0234 s, the portion bounces back, and at t 1D ∼ 0.0376 s, a shock wave appears. 
CONCLUSION
We show tidal double detonation actually occurs in a WD TDE by numerical simulation. The WD is a CO WD with a He shell whose mass fraction is at most 5%. Importantly, if CO WDs with and without a He shell are in the same orbit around an IMBH, tidal double detonation in the CO WD with a He shell is easier to arise than tidal detonation in the CO WD without a He shell. In other words, tidal double detonation emerges for smaller β than tidal detonation. This means tidal double detonation spreads opportunity to TDEs illuminating IMBHs. We may distinguish tidal double detonation from simple tidal detonation by the presence of surface radioactivity from 56 Ni synthesized by He detonation. As seen in the bottom panel at t 1D = 0.0430 in Figure 3 , He detonation yields larger mass fraction of 56 Ni than CO detonation under similar density environments (∼ 10 7 g cm −3 ). Therefore, WD TDEs powered by tidal double detonation have earlier emission than those powered by simple tidal detonation, analogously to type Ia supernovae possibly with He detona- tion (e.g. Diehl et al. 2014; Kromer et al. 2016; Jiang et al. 2017 ). 
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